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IRON COMBINATION BEAMS-FOR BUILDINGS. be no good reason why they should not be thua used in the ultimate capacity of the material as what it will bear 
MESSRS. EDIT()ORs:-In answer to your recent call for combination. It is done extensively, lUI before atated; in the manner used. B. SEVERSON. 

practical information on the use of 9-inch "r' wrought and successfully, too, notwithstanding all the specious [To be ""ntinued.] 
__________ .� •• �'4_� ______ _ 

SAVE THE SAWDUST! 
iron beams of 17 feet span in the constru�tion of the floor teaching to the contrary. Using one form, such as the 
for a drill !"Oom, I will say that, notwithstanding the fact rolled "I" beams alluded to, and having the section of 
that sucb beams are used quite extl\nsively in the ordin- both chords uniform and parallel with each other, for ME88R8� EDITORS:-As utility seems \IIJ be one d the 
ary floors, yet I thiuk they are not the best, and that various and opposite purposes, is certainly not consistent characteristics of the day, it may interest the inexperi

they are not s uited to the severe use of a drill room. with good construction. Such practice, in olher profes- enced to know holV to make that ever-growing" pile " 

'fhey will probably be too flexible , they ought to have lions, would Tery properly be called" quackery" or (of sawdust) a source of profit. For years I have not 
more depth, say 13 inches, which is equal to that of "monomania." It has been said that the difference in wasted any of it, and find its use the saving of a large 
the brick and concrete work. Another kind of beams, the contraction and expansion of cast and wrought iron per centage of wood. Our mill has a 42-inch boiler. 22 
of 13-inch depth, can be made that will have full one- must preclude their use in combination. 'fhis objection feet long, 2 return fluel, and set 60 as to conform to the 

third more strength and stability; they will answer all is rather line spun. The difference between them is a lit- principles of the formula given by Joseph E. Holmes on 

the requirements of thiK._floor, and cost no more than tIe less than .009 of an inch in a length of 20 feet, in page 315, Vol. X. (old series) of the. SCIENTIFIC AMER

the 9-inch beams. 1 mean such as I described in consequence of a change of 600 of temperature; this is ICAN. The cylinder is 10 by 50 inches stroke, cutting 
Vol XIV. (old series) of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, hardly diacernable by unaided eye-sight. The parts of off the steam at half stroke, and' the motion regulated by 

commencing page 62, and the tests of which were pub- beams are seldom made as nearly of one length in prac- a Judson valve. The engine makes about 80 revolutions 

lished on page 117, this volume. The question of merit tice , it requires good workmanship to do it. It is less than per minute, driving a 7-foot muley saw and one of J. E, 

between the two kinds of beams can be determined by I-10th of an inch in a length of 100 feet, and is readily Holmes' circular mills, with 30.inch saw, making 800 

triru, or by a comparison of the published results of and imperceptibly overcome by a slight and unirr.portant re�olutions per minute. The s�eam blows off at 120 Ibs.; 
. tests. But as the superiority of these beams is due to a compression or extension of the parts; therefore, it is of usmg green wood and bUl'nlDg all the walnut, oak, 

wide departure from recognized or popular theories on no consequence in practice and it is a pity that learned poplar or gum dust the mill makes, and easily maintain_ 
this su5ject, it may be well to show in what respect theorists have attached s� much importance to it. As ing the steam at the point named. Cypress dust contains 

they.differ, and wherein their merit consists. to the objections urged against cast iron on account of, more water than any .we hare; and once I had a lazy 
The question of beam construction has become sadly possible defects, arising from air-bubbles or scoria in it, fireman who thought he could not burn cypress, and 50 

myatified by authors who have advanced fallacious it is only necessary to say that these objections have no he let the pile grolV until it frightened him away from 
theories in advocating their own notions. As most of weight with practical men, for they know how to prevent the mill, when I took the shovel, and in three days 

the fallacics of writers on this subject have been adopted by their occurrence. And if, in coniiequence of neglect 6t caught up. . 
Mr Fairbairn, and concentrated in his latc work on iron mismanagement, there should be any of such an extent Several yea�s prachcal work has taught me that saw
beams, I will direct my attention mainly to this. What I as would seriously injure the part, the faithful attention dust needs a tight fire-f ront, a strong draft through the 
consider as one of his greatest errors, and second only to and supervision of a practical engineer will be sure to grates, wood to prevent its packing, unless the boiler is 

that of his theodes relating to forces lind forms (already find them. This is a matter that is completed under the longer tha� the lIiounl size, and the chambering alluded 
discussed in Vol. XIV., SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN), is his control of the engineer and founder, and when they un- to above, In order for the gaseous matter to reverberate 

advocacy of an exclusive use of wrought iron in the con- derstand their business there is no danger; as men of and produce a perfect combustion. After our furnace 

strnction of beams, girders And bridges, simply because observation and practice well know. But, admitting becomes heate�, the utmost crowdi�g of dU5t dO
.
os not 

this material possesses high tensile strength; also, be-' that slight defects of this kind may occur; say in 1\ ca�t show the kas.t ngn of smoke at th� chlm�ey top; thiS non
cause he condemns the use of cast iron for any part of designed for the upper chord of 1\ beam, and that it is appeara�ce IS the �ost conclUSive e�ld�ncQ of p�rfect 

such a structure, for the reason that its tensile capacity equal to I-6th of its entire transverse section, this woulll c�mbustlOn. In firmg dust never stir It, unless It be 
is low, though its capacity to sustain pressure is known not endanger a properly proportioned structure, f or there With a �mall rod, to make a road for the flame; and 
to be ve.y great; as if this latter quality was not as im- will then still be 5-6ths left to be crushed before it can after tiring h.alf a day without stirring, I have gathered 

as perfect cmders as from the smith's torge. I have porlnnt as the other in structure�\Vherc the pressure is fnil; but this will not be possible, because the f orce will 
taken the shovel from an inexperienced hand when steam as great 88 the tension, and in which these two forces are be only about I-4th or I-5th of "hat would be required was down to 75 or 80, and gradually r aised it to the nearly distinct and opposite in their action. IIis theories for this purpose. It is to guard against just such 'possible blow-oft point with little besides dust. on this point are delusive, and at variance with common contingencies that we make the size of the parts equal 

practire-even with his own. Although it may be sup- to five or six times of what the applied f orce can crush. I once visited a friend who was carting all hi, dnlt out 

posed by many thd the Britannia . and other tubaln The defects incident to cut and wrought iron are of as from the mill, and on asking the fireman why he did not 
bum it, I was told: .. It smokes the fire out ," and from llrld�es, in the cons_truction of whic� Mr. Fairbairn has opposite natures as are the purposes to which it is pro- the small space underneath the boiler, it was quite evident taken part, are c.omposed of wrought iron, they, in fact, posed to confine their use in beams-the def ects of each 
the gaseous matter would b e  half strangled in "running contain hundreds of tuns of cast iron, used for the pur- are least injurious when they are thul used. A slight 
I he gauntlet" to the outer world. I sketched the plan pose of strengthening,- the wrought i,'o" t41bes. Nearly all defect in the cast iron of a beam will not seriously im-

iron structures of considerable extent (certainly, the best pair its effectiveness; and as the defects in wrought iron alluded to and gave my friend the reasons why that 
must come nearer, producing 1\ perfect ·combustion. He of them) contain a large proportion of cast iron. Not- are usually in the form of splits or laminre, these, when 

withstanding the well·known and extensive use of cast not extensive, will not seriously impair its tensile capa- ordered the mason to re-construct the walls; but he 
(true to the way he had learned) at fi'nt refused, and iron in columns, large rafters and in upper chords of city in a lower chord. Such a defect, however, when the 

girders and hrid"es of the hi17hest importance, where the rt' h' h't . t '  d t t' . nothing could convince him of his prepossession but the 
".. pa In w Ie I eXls s IS use 0 sus aID pressure, IS very sight of tbe living flames rolling over the wall. and filling action upon the parts are mainly compressive, Mr. Fair- bad; wrought iron should not be used in upper chords, 

the chambel'!!, and that from the same kind of dUI' that bairn says (on page 54 of his work) that, "even where for the pressure of these will cause the split or lamin- W88 saId to have smoked the fire out. In two month. I well-prlilllQrlioned, it will suddenly snap without any ap- a.ted part to "buckle." This and other facts and prin- saw my friend again, and he said that all the dust went parent cause." But then (on the sarno page) h& shows ciples of equal importance are often overlooked or neg- under the boiler with ease; and in that time the Ilabs, tbat such results are due to bad proportions. On page lected in practice, especially when the work is designed 
56, in speaking �f defects in cast iron frow �oria, he aud directed by those who are not familiar with such as they were thrown off, had reached the top of the first 

story of the mill; it not needing them, while before it took says: "This can never occur in wrought iwn beams;" matters. To illustrate this fact, I will state that a 
then, I'n the eourth II'ne after, he adm.·'s that "I't w:'l, all of them. If possible, let some one who has handled 

l' .f, learned and emiueut engineer iu this country had occa-
the dust-shovel show a more perfect way of economy o f  however, iometimes occur." These arll a few of the in- sion t o  construct a wrought iron roof o f  considerable 

consistencies and contradictions w�h which his work span, and knowing that the amount of force required to fuel. J. L. 
Smith's Mills, Ky., March 14, 1860. abounds.. His views are veiled in a plausible garb, and crnsh and to tear this material asunder by tension is about 

the more superficial reader Cannot detect their real char- equal; and knowing, also, that the amount of pressure 
acter; but this will not do f or the practical engineer, in the upper chords is about equal to the tension of the 
who has to deal with hard and uncompromising realities. lower chords, he made the section of the rafters and the 

Experiments with purely cast iron beams are of but ties or lower chords also about equal, thus making their 
little practical consequence, as this metal in this form is sizes to correspond with the ultimate tensile and 
neither good nor economical; it is wholly unfit for the crushing capacity of this iron, though it is calculated 
duties of the lower chords, owing to its low tensile ca- that the actual strain will never exceed 10,000 pounds to 
pacity But, on account of its luperior power to resist the inch. Now, these proportions seem fair in theory, 
pressure, and the facility with which it may be molded and I believe this roof has been inspected and admired 
to any form, it is peculiarly well suited to the opposite by many engineers of the highest eminence; yet it is 
duties belonging to the upper chords, while wrought only necessary to call the attention of a thoroughly prac
�ron is, on account of its great teusive capacity, best tical engineer to the arrangement of the parts to con
adapted to the duties of the lower chords. These being vince him that the rafters will, f or want of proper lat
the facts of the matter, it is absurd to advocate the ex- eral support, deflect f rom their normal direction, buckle, 
elusive use of wrought iron in the construction of and fail under the action of a load that is less than half 
beams, in which the strains are as opposite in their char- of what the ties can bear with safety. The roof, how
acter, as wellllfl in the direction .ortheir action, lUI is the ever stands as yet, because there is a great excess of ma
quality and nature of these two kinds of iron. 4& their terial in it. I allude to it only to show how a bad diatri
qualities are opposite, and each is suited to the op�ite bution may aff ect its capacity, and to indicate how aim
dllhCl of the upper and lower parts of beams, thero caJl !JM' blunders may be *To�ded bT coJllidering, not lO'much 
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RAIN WATER NOT ABSORBED BY LEAVEB.-It has 
always been thought that the rain water which falls npon 
the leaves and stems of vegetables is gradually absorbed, 
and nourishes the plant. It appears, however, that this 
opinion is merely instinctive, and when tested by careful 
experiment, it proves unfounded, as is shown by a small 
paper lately published by M. Duchartre. For four yenrs 
this author has endeavored to discover, by direct experi
ment, whether or no such absorption takes place. The 
planta eubmitted to these experiments were in plltS, their 
stems and leaves being exposed to the rain, whilst the 
roots were preven ted from absorbing any moisture, being 
hermetically closed up in the pot. All the plants sub
mitted to this kind of investigation gave similar results; 
after remaining exposed to the rain, sometimes for 
eighteen consecutive hours, they showed no increase in 
weight; indeed, in some cases, they appeared to have 
experienced ft sli�\lt di�inution.-Lotulon P1lOtographil!. 
N�. 
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